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Answer all questinns

1. (a) Find the Fourier rransform ot f(x)given by f@)= {; H Fll;: t

ft) Obtain the Fourier cosine transform of e-" .

(c) For what value &, the following function represents a probability mass function

r. f@)=k3-";x=L2,3,... Find its mean value.

(d) An unbiased coin is tossed for 8 times.What is the probability of getting:

(i) at least 3 heads.

(iil exactlY 5 heads'

(e) If the joint density function of the random variables x and Y is :

. [fs*y"-lx-Bt ; *>0,y>0
f(x,y) = 1'"*' o.. '. 

*^i,
r 0 ; otherwise

then prove that X and Y are independent random variables.

(f) The joint density of X andY is given by

farvQ-n-Y) o<rcL ocY<1f(",i= 1 o otherwise

' : Obtain the conditional densities frp(*lv) and frp(flr)"-

' (g) The one-step transition probability matrix of a 2-stateMarkov chain is given by P = 
[3:3 3:?]

6tr4 p(3) and p(a).

(h) Prove that the inter arrival times of Poisson process follow exponential distribution.
(8xb={marks)

N

2. (a) (i) Find the Fourier transfom or f@)= {t;O "?il#,l
. lcosr for0<r<n(ii) obtain the Fourier cosine transform of r(r) = t 0 otherwise

Or.

(8 marks)

(7 marks)

Trrrn over



G) (i) Find,f (x),if its Fourier sine transform 4[ft"[ =

3. (a)

w2 +!

Solve forflr) from the integral equation T f@)"*o** = 
"-oo (Z marks)

#*t#,"stribution 
function of the random variable X whose probability density is

f(*)=

*2
18q
18

0

0<r<3

8<'r<6

elsewhere

Also find its mean.

(7 marks)

rhe number of monthly breakdowns of acomputer is a random variable haring a poissondistribution with )u = 9.6. Find the probability thatthis computer will function for a month :(1) without i breakdovnn

Q) not more that B br-ea&doWns.
(8) exactly one breakddwn.

(ii)

(i)

(b) (i)

(8 marks)(ii) Determine the moment g*".ti"g function of the 
".odo- variable x whose density

function f(x) =*"*t -€ < r <oo and hence its mean E CX).

I
I

Or

A balanced eo-in is,tossed foi 1OO times using normalprpbability of getting :

(1) not morr than 4E heads.
(2) more than 40 but less thm Z0 heads. .

(Z marks):4' (a) (i) Ifx andY ar-e independent random variables both uniformly distributed in (0,1), find ttreprobability density of X + y

(ii)
(8 marks)

apprBdmation detemine the

(8 marks)
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(ii) The number of driving licenses issued in a certain city during a monttr is a random variable
with mean L24 and, standard deviation 7.5. Using Chebyshet's inequality with what
probability we can assert that between 64 and l84licences will be issued during a forth
coming month ?

(7 marks)

Or

(b) (i) The joint density function of the random variable X and Y is given by
( 0<rSl

f (x,v) = j" l' 9.' t i. I . Find the covariance between X and Y.I u of,nerwNe

(8 marks)

5. (a) (i)

The point probability. mass function of X and

P[x = i,Y = ,l] = s-(a*ui)(b!),r ":- i> o, i2 0. Find the conditionaljt it
that X = i.

A three state Markov chain with transition probability matrix is

f0.4 0.1 0.51
P = 10.4 0.3 0.3 [

Lo.3 0.5 o.z)'

Find the iimiting probabilities.

(ii) The repair time required for a certain type of machine is exponential distributed with a
mean of 5 hours. What is the probability that a repqir time exceeds 7 hours ? What is the
probability that the repair is over within 8 hours given that already the repair takes
3 hours ?

(7 marks)

Or

(b) (i) Show that S,r, the arrival time of n th event in Poisson process follows the density function

fr,(t)=)" e-M
(tr)"-t
(z-1)!'

(8 marks)

(ii) Motor cars pass a point on a highway at a Poisson rate of 5 per rninute in which 5 per cent
' of the motor cars are vans. What is the probability that atleast one van passes by during

an hour ?If 25 motor cars have passed in one hour, what is the probability that 5 of them
are vans ? ."

(7 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]

(ii) Y is given by

distribution of Y gtven
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(b) (i) Findf (r), if its Fourier sine transform $f(")l =h.

Solve forflr) from the integral iquation i-f{*'l"o"o**= e-o .

0

Find the distribution function of the random variable X whose

grven by :

(8 narlrc)

(7 marks)

probability density is

(8 marks)

X whose density

(7 marks)

(ii)

3. (a) (i)

,.1

f(r) =

*2
18

(6-r)2
18

0

0<r<3

3<r<6

elsewherev

(b) (i)

Also find its mean.

(ii) Determine the moment generating function of the random variable

function f(r)=]r*t"t :@<tr(- and hence its mean E (X)'

'10

Or

fire number of monthly breakdowns of a computer is a random variable having a Poisson

distribution wiih l, = 2.6. fina Ure probability that this computer will function for a month :

(1) without s bsakdswn
(2) not more that g breakdowns.

(3) exactlY one breakddrrn

(ii) A balanced coin is,tossed foi 100 times using
pr,obability of getting :

(1) not more than 45 heads.

(2) more than 40 but less than 70 heads'
(? marks)

4. (a) (i) If X andY are independent random variables both uniformly distribut€d in (0,1), find the

probabili,tY densitY of X + Y
(8 marks)

(8 marks)

normal approximation determine the


